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Editorial Style



SafeReliable

The mission of Designated Dawgs is to make the University of Georgia and 
Athens community a safer place by being an aid to UGA and Athens-Clarke 
County Police Departments by preventing walking home, driving under the 
influence, and preventing crime overall. Over the past twenty years, we've 
provided over 90,000 rides home!

01. Mission

“get. home. safe.”

03. Tagline

Welcoming Community-Minded Non-judgemental

02. Voice



04. Audience

05. About Audience

Our Target Audience is University of Georgia students. They are the only 
consumers eligible for using the Designated Dawgs servives and for 
volunteering with Designated Dawgs and must verify their connection to the 
University when signing up. These students share the following  information:



 Age: 18-2
 Gender: 57.7 % female and 42.3% mal
 Education: 18% graduate students, 82% undergraduat
 Race: 68.6% white, 10.6% asian, 7.5% black, 6.4% hispanic, 4.1% multi ethni
 Location: All are located in Athens, Georgia, living both on and off campu
 Wants: A way to get home safely from a night downtown that won’t break 

the bank and will keep them saf
 Needs: To get home safely and unharmed so that they may continue their 

education at UGA


Alexa Tan is a 21-year-old senior at UGA who lives off campus. She has been volunteering 
with Designated Dawgs for two years. She believes that everyone should feel safe and 
comfortable when going home using a rideshare app. For Alexa, comfort is a priority. Her 
goal is to provide safe rides home to students which is why she joined Designated Dawgs. 
For this to happen, the Designated Dawgs team needs a reliable app that will be easy for 
students to use.


“Everyone should feel safe and comfortable when going home using a rideshare app. 
Comfort is a priority.”

Jenna Brinks is an 18-year-old freshman at UGA living on campus. She says that if she could 
go out every night of the week, she would. Unfortunately, Ubers and Lyfts are too risky and 
expensive after 1 a.m., so she can’t do that. When she goes out on Thursdays and Fridays, 
she plans to have a ride secured so there’s nothing to worry about. She’s always hoping to 
have a good time while going out with friends. For this to happen, she needs to secure a safe 
and affordable ride home. 


“If I could go out every night of the week, I would! Unfortunately, Ubers and Lyfts are expensive 
after 1 a.m. so I can’t do that.”



Visual Style



06. Logos
IconsPrimary Logo

The primary logo is full color 
and vertical while the 
secondary logo is horizontal 
and acts more as a 
wordmark. This logo should 
be used on the website, 
social media channels, and 
other bradned content as a 
wordmark of the brand 

The icons are a white 
version of the primary 
logo placed onto a 
colored background 
from the primary and 
seconday color palettes. 
The Traffic Light Green 
logo should be used in 
the favicon on the 
website. 

The secondary logo uses a 
longform version of the primary 
logo. and features the entire 
brand’s name. This logo is used in 
narrow spaces such as navigation 
bars and social media headers, as 
well as in spaces where it is 
relevant to include the full name. 

Secondary Logo



Logo Do’s and Don’ts

Do Don’t

Stretch the Logo

Use different colors in primary logo even if 
it is in the brand color palette.

Inappropriate Color UsageAppropriate Color Usage

Appropriate Contrast Usage

Don’t overlay color logo on top of other colors. Make 
sure there is enough contrast between the logo and 

the background.

Use color logo with neutral colors light gray 
and off-white from the color palette.

Use colors from color palette with white logo.



Headlight Yellow | 
#FFEA47

Stop Sign Red | #BA0C2F

Neutral Colors
Dark Gray and Off-White are 
used to support both Primary 
and Secondary Colors. Body 
text should be Dark Gray 
throughout website. 
Background of website should 
be Off-White. Light Gray should 
be used sparingly across 
website to seperate sections.

Dark Gray | #120D03 Off-White | #FDFFFC

Safety Blue | #00CEDC Traffic Light Green | #9DC804

07. Colors

Primary Colors

Secondary Colors

Midnight Navy | #112840

Midnight Navy, Safety Blue, 
and Traffic Light Green 
should be used to unify 
brand on wesbite, social 
media content, and all other 
branded materials such as 
handbooks and prestnations.  
Traffic Light Green should be 
used in all logo iterations. 

Transloc Teal, Headlight Yellow, 
and Stop Sign Red should be 
used to emphasize key 
information on website, social 
media and other branded 
elements. They should not be 
used together in a single 
element.

Transloc Teal | #06BC87

Light Gray | #EEEEEE



08. Typography

Rubik
Google Fonts

Aa

Name                                                   Font Size


Heading 1       56 px



Heading 2                    48 px

 


Heading 3                             40 px



Heading 4                                       32 px



Heading 5                                                24 px



Heading 6                                                     20 px

Rubik is a modern sans serif with round detailing.

It was optimized for headings in print, web, and mobile

interfaces. Do not use Rubik for subheadings, body text, 

logos, or icons.



Raleway
Google Fonts

Aa

Name



Large Text SemiBold



Large Text Regular




Medium Text SemiBold



Medium Text Regular




Normal Text SemiBold



Normal Text Regular




Small Text SemiBold



Small Text Regular

Raleway is an elegant sans serif that is famous for 

its pairing function. It should be used for subheadings and

body text. Do not use Raleway for headings, logos, or icons.

Font Size



20 px





18 px





16 px





14 px



Urbanist
Google Fonts

Aa

Urbanist is a simple and elegant sans serif inspired by 

Modernist design and typography. Urbanist should only 

be used for the primary logo, favicon, and wordmark. Do

not use Urbanist for headings, subheadings or body text.



09. Imagery
The photos used throughout the website and social media should be high quality and 
convey the mission and voice of Designated Dawgs. The imagery should establish the 
location of Designated Dawgs: the University of Georgia and Downtown Athens. The 
photos should also show the details of what a ride with Designated Dawgs is like by 
displaying who the driver and navigator are and the type of car users will be riding in.



UI Components



Buttons should be used 
as a call to action and 
attached to a link. They 
should always be in 
Safety Blue and turn into 
Midnight Navy when a 
user hovers over, using 
subheading text and a 
padding of 10x the font 
size on top and 20px the 
on the sides. 

Menu drop downs should hover downward 
when a page in the Navigation bar is hovered 
over that contains subpages. All the subpages 
should be listed in all capital letters in 
subheading font. Pages should be seperated 
by a green line. On hover of one page, the 
background should turn Dark Gray and the text 
should turn Traffic Light Green. 

FAQ Drop Down should be used on webpages where FAQ’s are 
applicable and alternate between light grey and Traffic Light Green 
in their color display and question answer border. Text should 
follow body text guidelines with the question in bold. Arrow icon 
should maintain text color in neutral and rotation state.

Neutral State

Drop Down State

10. Component Library

Icon Set Menu Drop Down

Buttons

FAQ Drop Down 

Timeline 

Default

Hover

Button Sample

Button Sample

Button Sample

Icons should be used 
to help the user 
visually understand 
the process of usuing 
the Transloc app on 
the website as well as 
in branded materials 
with Transloc tutorials 

The timeline tool should 
be used when sharing 
histoircal information on 
webpages and branded 
documents. It should use 
the subheading fonts for 
the years and body fonts 
for the content. The 
timeline should use 
Traffic Light Green for the 
buttons, Midnight Navy 
for the borders, and a 
scroll feature to see 
more content. 



11. Pattern Library

Navigation
The navigation bar should remain consistent throughout all website pages. The navigation bar features links to all 
website pages, as well as drop down menus that provide for further specififcation in page search. There is also a 
search bar feauture that will be accessible at all times while on the website. 

Footer
The footer will remain the same throughout all web pages. The footer features three social media icons, Facebook, 
Insatgram, and Twittter. It also features links to the headers of other pages within the website. When a user is on a 
selected page, the title of that page will appear in Traffic Light Green. A copyright for Designated Dawgs is also to 
appear on all pages. 



Design Tools
Adobe Premiere Pro: Used for promotional video editing for website and social 
media.



Adobe Lightroom Classic: Used for editing photography for site and social media



Adobe Illustrator: Used for logo designing, color palette development, 
typography creation and other graphic elements used throughout design of 
website, scoial media, and other branded content

12. Toolstack

Prototyping Tool: Figma

Development Tool: Word Press

Used to wireframe website, prototype UI components and develop pattern library

Used for building out all website pages, blocks, components, 
incorporating plug ins, and any other content found within branded 
website. 



Thank You!


